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MEDICAL EDUCATION COURSES
& TRAINING ACTIVITIES
2020
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1. SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCE

3. VIP VISITS

1 day (+ International travel)

½ - 1 day

Annual International conference

Company visit

Scientific presentations

Presentations

Panel of International KOLs

Case Discussions

Interactive Discussion

Factory tour

2. CADAVERIC MASTERCLASS

4. SURGEON TO SURGEON VISIT

1 to 1 ½ days

1 – 4 days (Customizable)

International KOLs

Live surgery observation

Skills development

Expert surgeon interaction

Hands on

Specific implants

Approach and technique

Specific surgical approach

Tips & Tricks

Tips & Tricks

Case Discussions

Max. 2 visiting surgeons

5. INTERNATIONAL ROADSHOW

7. JRI ACADEMY & 3RD PARTY TRAINING

7 days

½ to 1 day

JRI experienced user surgeon

In-depth training on specific JRI products

International hospital tour (China)

For sales executives & clinical supports

Live surgery with JRI implants

Role play & gamification

Case Discussion

Interactivity & experience sharing

Sharing techniques, Tips & Tricks

6. PRODUCT TRAINING

8. JOURNAL CLUB

1-2 days

Monthly conference call, ~1 hour

All company attendees
(NPD, RAQA, Marketing, Customer Services)

Critical evaluation of academic articles

Company Overview, Factory tour, HAC coating

Facilitated by commercial team
Open to all company attendees

JRI Product training with Workshop: Specific JRI products
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9. FOCUS WEBINAR
1-2 hours
Online seminar
Focus product
Presentations
Interactive Discussion

10. THIRD PARTY CONFERENCES
Key orthopaedic congresses supported by JRI

GENERAL INFORMATION
Certificates of Attendance will be provided.
In accordance with the MedTech Code of Ethical Business Practise,
JRI Orthopaedics will not support Healthcare Professionals to attend
Third-Party events.
All courses will be delivered in English. Chinese and Spanish translation
can be provided for specific events as requested.
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1. SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCES

PETER BREHM REVISION ARTHROPLASTY SYMPOSIUM

Each year AK Medical and JRI Orthopaedics host a scientific meeting to
give orthopaedic surgeons, researchers and manufacturers from across
the world the opportunity to share latest innovations and discuss relevant
topics relating to their area of expertise.

This conference organised by our partners Peter Brehm Gmbh
occurs every 2 years, the 7th International Symposium will be
November 2021 in Bonn, Germany.
Delegate places: Approx. 6

A faculty of World-class speakers are invited to share their research and
experience with an International delegation.

PATHWAYS INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
September 2020
Beijing, China
Fee per person: £200.00
This 1 day conference will offer the opportunity to share latest research
and best practises from across the World, with a panel of expert faculty
from China, the UK and Spain. The conference will be chaired by Prof
Hua Tian, an active member of the Chinese Orthopaedic Association and
Chief of Orthopaedics at Peking University Third Hospital, specialising in
hip and knee joint arthroplasty surgery.
The programme will be organised by our partners AK Medical with support from JRI. We will be taking 25 UK delegates including 4 speakers and
JRI staff. The programme and faculty are yet to be finalised.
Delegate places: Approx. 15
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2. CADAVERIC MASTERCLASS
JRI host cadaveric skills labs for International, National and
groups of delegates.

Regional

Regional courses can be requested to support the professional education of Consultants and/or Surgical Trainees in a given area or group
of Trusts. One day courses for trainees would usually be hosted by the
group’s faculty of Consultant surgeons, taking place within the region’s
Medical School and include both uncemented and cemented total hip
arthroplasty.
Courses for Consultants will be tailored to meet the desired learning
objectives using particular implants, and led by key experienced JRI
faculty surgeons.
Currently there is one national cementless hip course planned for midyear 2020 and one regional arthroplasty course planned for the Yorkshire Deanery Orthopaedic Trainees in September.

through the essential operative steps in order to achieve successful
outcomes with the focus implants.
The faculty to delegate ratio will be 3 to 1 on each workstation,
with the option to see different surgical approaches to the hip joint
and giving the HCP the opportunity to place a prosthesis themselves.
Date/Location:
July 2, 2020 / Keele Anatomy and Surgical Training Centre
Faculty: TBC
How to book: Delegate details are to be emailed to your line manager for approval. Once approved you are requested to submit
a CQC form to the Clinical Education Manager on behalf of the
delegate to secure the reservation. A booking confirmation will be
sent to both the delegate and account manager. Further details
will be sent out no less than 4 weeks prior to the course.
Please find the specific registration form at the end of this document.
Delegate places: 18

JRI PRIMARY HIP MASTERCLASS
Fee per person: £150
A one day hands-on cadaveric course designed to equip surgeons with
the skills required to perform a successful total hip arthroplasty with the
Furlong Evolution femoral stem and CSF Plus and/or ACE Dual Mobility
acetabular cup.
A faculty of experienced surgeon users will present cases, clinical outcomes and tips and tricks before moving into the lab to guide the HCP
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HULL CADAVERIC PRIMARY HIP COURSE
Reservation fee: £50, with £40 reimbursed on attendance.
A one day hands-on primary total hip arthroplasty course for
orthopaedic surgical trainees, ST5 and upwards, led by a faculty
of Consultant surgeons from Hull & East Yorkshire Hospitals NHS
Trust and Sheffield Teaching Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust.

An hour of didactic presentations followed by a practical cadaveric
workshop teaching operative techniques for both cemented and
uncemented prostheses, using Furlong H-A.C, Furlong Evolution, CSF
Plus, ACE Dual Mobility and the Avanteon Cemented Hip System.
Date/Location: TBC
Hull York Medical School, Hull University Campus
Faculty: TBC
How to book: An invitation email with booking instructions will be
sent to all orthopaedic trainees in the Yorkshire Deanery 12 weeks in
advance of the course. A booking confirmation will be sent to both
the delegate and account manager. Further details will be sent out no
less than 4 weeks prior to the course.
Please find the specific registration form at the end of this document.
Delegate places: 18
PETER BREHM REVISION HIP MASTERCLASS
Expert revision surgeons will guide delegates through the approach,
technique and tips and tricks of the MRP Titan femoral stem and the
MRS Comfort acetabular system.
Day 1 Afternoon: Travel to Nuremberg
Evening: Dinner & discussion with surgeons
Day 2 Morning: Cadaveric Workshop and Discussions: MRP-Titan

DATE

LOCATION

SPECIALITY

Institute of Anatomy &
Cell Biology, Wurzburg,
Germany

Hip

February 18-19 2020
May 25-26 2020

Institute of Anatomy &
Cell Biology, Wurzburg,
Germany

Hip & Knee

September 21-23 2020

Institute of Anatomy &
Cell Biology, Wurzburg,
Germany
Institute of Anatomy &
Cell Biology, Wurzburg,
Germany

Hip & Knee

November 24-25 2020

Hip & Knee

How to book: Delegate details are to be emailed to your line
manager for approval. Once approved you are requested to submit a CQC form on behalf of the delegate to secure the reservation. A booking confirmation will be sent to both the delegate and
account manager. Further details will be sent out no less than 4
weeks prior to the course.
Delegate places: 3

Afternoon: Cadaveric Workshop and Discussions:
MRS Comfort
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3. VIP VISITS
VIP visits offer selected guests the opportunity to spend one or one and
half days at JRI Headquarters in Sheffield. The visit programme can be
tailored to the specific interests and learning objectives of the particular
guests.
A typical programme will include presentations from either product specialists or expert-surgeons, saw bone workshop and a tour of the manufacturing facility to learn more about JRI’s processes and proprietary
biological coating.
Presentations and tours are in English, however translators can be arranged for our overseas visitors.
The Knowledge Centre can accommodate up to 60 guests for theatre
seating or 30 guests for cabaret seating.
For larger groups the factory tour must be staggered. Maximum number of guests per tour: 10.
JRI employees are encouraged to promote the benefit of local
manufacture by taking advantage of the opportunity to invite HCPs and
hospital management to learn more about our processes, and make use
of the excellent conferencing facilities we have in Sheffield.
AK MEDICAL ML/CL VISIT
Dates: TBC
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4. SURGEON TO SURGEON VISITS
JRI Surgeon Visit Programme
Surgery to surgeon visits can be organized within the UK for most JRI
products. Visits will be organised on demand throughout 2020 and
programmes will be tailor-made to suit the objectives of each individual.
UK hospitals have strict policies for accepting visitors into clinical
areas, often requiring lengthy approval processes which take time
to complete. Regulations vary, but most UK NHS hospitals do not
allow visiting surgeons to scrub-in. Therefore a surgeon to surgeon
visit in the UK will usually be observation-only.
Each course will be strictly limited to 2 visiting surgeons.
The structure of the course will be as follows:
Day 1 Afternoon:
Evening:
Day 2 Morning:
Afternoon:

Arrival
Dinner & discussion with JRI
Surgeries & Discussions
Departure

JRI also has visit centres in London and the surrounding area including
The Schoen Clinic, Royal Surrey County Hospital NHS Foundation
Trust, Western Sussex Hospitals NHS Trust and the Whittington
Hospital NHS Trust.
If it is not possible to arrange a local visit, it may be possible to send
UK surgeons to Spain, particularly for those wishing to scrub-in or see
a Direct Anterior Approach hip.
Our partner organisations also offer surgeon to surgeon visits, either
on demand or scheduled as below.
How to book: Visits can be organized through the local territory
manager, however you must also communicate visit requests and
plans with the Clinical Education Manager to help facilitate and
maintain records. A programme will be provided as soon as the visit
and agenda are confirmed.
Delegate places: 2 per visit

JRI’s official Centre of Excellence for uncemented primary hip is the
Hull and East Yorkshire NHS Trust, where a longer visit programme
can be facilitated which can include observing cemented primary hip
with the Avanteon designer surgeons in Sheffield and a JRI factory
tour.
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MAIOREGEN SURGEON VISIT PROGRAMME
Our partners for orthobiologics and osteochondral products,
Finceramica, offer a comprehensive surgeon to surgeon visit
programme which includes presentations at their headquarters
in Faenza, live surgery observation in Perugia and technical
consultation with experts from the internationally renowned
research institute of ceramics.
Day 1 Late morning: Travel to Bologna
Afternoon:
Arrival in Faenza, Presentations at the
Finceramica HQ
Evening:
Travel to Perugia, Dinner & discussion with
surgeons
Day 2 Morning:
Surgeries (4-8) and Discussions
Afternoon:
Travel back to Faenza, Departure from
Bologna
Dates:
January 22, 2020 - Faenza & Perugia
17-18 March 2020 - Faenza & Perugia
Late Jun/early July 2020 - Faenza & Perugia
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How to book: An invitation email with booking instructions will be
sent to all commercial 12 weeks in advance of the course. A booking
confirmation will be sent to both the delegate and account manager.
Further details will be sent out as they are received from Finceramica.
A delegate place can be reserved at any time using the booking forms
at the end of this document.

5. INTERNATIONAL ROADSHOW
AK Medical Roadshow
Dates: TBC
Each month AK Medical invite an International surgeon
experienced with JRI implants to share their knowledge and
experiences with Chinese orthopaedic doctors on a hospital tour
of China.
As well as presenting to the surgeons, the visiting VIP surgeon will
participate in case discussions and demonstrate the operative
technique of the focus product in live surgery, at the destination
hospitals where local regulations allow it.
The roadshow offers an opportunity for the International surgeon
to engage with other specialist surgeons in a number of very large
Chinese hospitals, learn about the Chinese healthcare system and
the opportunity to gain hands-on experience with AK Medical
implants.
The roadshow is a 7 day tour, encompassing several Chinese
Provinces. The International surgeon is usually accompanied by
their account manager.
If you would like to propose a faculty surgeon for a roadshow
please discuss with the Clinical Education Manager.
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6. PRODUCT TRAINING
Every quarter JRI will offer product training for new starters and for any
other employees who would benefit from a refresher.
It will take place over one or two days in the Knowledge Centre at JRI
head office in Sheffield.
The training will be suitable for all company employees. It will
start with a company overview, encompass all products within the
JRI portfolio, include saw bone workshops where appropriate, and
conclude with a factory tour.
The product training will cover the following core products and JRI
capabilities:
• The Furlong Legacy
• Hydroxy-apatite Ceramic Coating
• Furlong H-A.C and Furlong Evolution Hip
• Furlong Hemiarthroplasty
• Securus Revision System
• Avanteon Cemented Hip
• VAIOS Shoulder System
It is expected that product champions will support the product
managers and education manager to deliver quarterly training.
Minimum number of participants: 5
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Dates:
April 23-24, 2020
June 11-12, 2020
September 23-24, 2020
November 26-27, 2020
How to book: Speak to your line manager for approval.
Line managers will liaise with the education manager.

7. JRI ACADEMY & 3rd PARTY TRAINING
In addition to Product Training, JRI schedule more in depth training
programmes for the commercial team throughout the year. These
courses are tailored to the specific needs of the commercial team,
cover specific topics and products and focus on how to sell the
portfolio within the UK market.
The JRI Academy training programmes follow the fundamental
principles of effective adult learning. Attendees are encouraged
to contribute to the design and content of the course, to actively
participate, provide contextualisation and afterwards evaluate the
learning experience according to their independent learning preferences.

Dates/Locations:
January 13-14, 2020 / Sheffield: National Sales Meeting
April 28-29, 2020 / Sheffield: National Sales Meeting
		
October 13-14, 2020 / Sheffield:					
National Sales Meeting

Training is also provided by 3rd party product suppliers.

Activities will include workshops, role play, short presentations and
games.
JRI Academy courses will usually be scheduled to coincide with
national or regional sales meetings, but may be organised as
separate events if required.
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Finceramica Portfolio Training
Product training delivered by Finceramica product specialists at
their head office in Faenza, Italy.
A two day visit programme specifically suited to sales and marketing
staff, to support their understanding of the clinical research
supporting the portfolio, and how to sell. The compact programme
includes the opportunity to visit the prestigious Institute of Science
and Technology of Ceramics, ISTEC.
Travel to Bologna, transfer to Finceramica HQ,
Faenza
Afternoon: MaioRegen presentations
Evening: Dinner
Day 2 Morning: MaioRegen & Bone Substitute presentations
Visit to ISTEC
Day 1 Morning

Afternoon: Bone Substitute discussion, MaioRegen
Questionnaire. Transfer to Bologna for evening
departure

Dates:
29-31 January
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8. JOURNAL CLUB
Every month the commercial team will join together on a conference
call to review and critically appraise a chosen publication. Relevant
articles will be pre-selected by the education manager, however
attendees can also propose interesting publications to review.
The key purpose of the Journal Club is to develop knowledge of the
best evidence relevant to JRI products and to encourage and facilitate
active discussion with clinical practitioners.
The secondary objectives are to develop the team’s ability to analyse
clinical evidence, critique academic articles, improve debating skills
and aid peer to peer mentorship within the sales and marketing
team.
Journal Club will usually take place on the first Friday of the month.
In advance of the meeting the article will be reviewed by 2 or 3
individuals from the commercial team; a brief will be provided for
guidance. The reviewers will present their findings and discuss with
attendees.

Dates:
Monday February 10, 2020
Monday March 9, 2020
Friday April 3, 2020
Monday May 11, 2020
Friday June 5, 2020
Friday July 3, 2020
Friday September 4, 2020
Friday October 2, 2020
Friday November 6, 2020
Friday December 4, 2020

Attendees should use the log in details for ‘GoToMeeting’, which
will be sent in the meeting invite. If any of the commercial team are
unable to attend, they must send their apologies to the education
manager prior to the start of the call.
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9. FOCUS WEBINAR
Focus webinars are online seminars for a group of up to 10
participants wishing to learn more about a specific product within
the JRI portfolio. The web conferences are led by product specialists
and expert surgeon users who will present the product (rationale,
clinical data, surgical technique), clinical cases and take questions.
They are interactive seminars designed to allow participants the
opportunity to engage with product experts. Focus webinars can be
offered on most products as requested.
To date the following 3rd party product focus webinars have been
scheduled.
Focus Webinar Lexi ZedHip 3D
A product specialist from Lexi Europe will present the features and
functionality of the Lexi ZedHip 3D pre-operative planning tool for
total hip arthroplasty, for surgeons or managers wishing to learn
more about the software.
How to book:
Book via the Lexi Europe App, search for ‘Book a Live Demo’
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Focus Webinar MaioRegen
A product specialist from Finceramica will present the philosophy
and rationale, treatment options and indications, clinical data and
surgical approach for MaioRegen osteochondral substitute.
An experienced UK based MaioRegen-user surgeon will deliver their
experiences and insights to clinicians wishing to learn more about
Finceramica’s osteochondral substitute.
Dates: TBC

10. THIRD PARTY CONGRESSES & COURSES
Key congresses and educational orthopaedic events supported by JRI in 2020

DATE

LOCATION

MARKETING
OR REP LED

Feb 6-7

Royal Society of Medicine,
London

Marketing

Orthonetwork ST3 Interviews

Feb 8

London

Marketing

Heraeus Palacedemy

Feb 25-26

Reading

Marketing

Heraeus OTS

Feb 27

Reading

Marketing

British Hip Society – with JRI cementing Mar 4-6
workshop

Newport

Marketing

Orthonetwork ST3 Interviews

Mar 8

JRI, Sheffield

Danny Lunn

AAOS

Mar 24-28

Orlando, USA

AK Medical

Middlesex & UCLH Orthopaedic
Society Meeting

Apr 29

London

Jon Whittaker

Heraeus OTS Course

Jun 11

Manchester

Marketing

BESS

Jun 24-26

Brighton

Marketing

BOA

Sept 15-18

ICC, Birmingham

Marketing

CONGRESS/COURSE

The Great Debate
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For local regional conferences Territory Managers are awarded
a budget for sponsoring local conferences. The territory budget
in 2020 is £4000, which may be used to sponsor one or multiple
events.
How to book: Once you have line manager approval for
the event sponsorship, notify the Education Manager and
Marketing Associate with the details, indicating which products
and marketing collaterals you will require. Marketing cannot
guarantee the availability of collaterals at short notice and
priority will have to be given to planned events, if additional
materials cannot be acquired.
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JANUARY

MARCH

FEBRUARY

British Hip Society Meeting Newport, Wales
The Great Debate
ST3 Interview Course @ JRI
Journal Club
Journal Club
JRI Academy - ACE DM @ NSM Kick Off

Peter Brehm Revision Hip Masterclass Wurzburg, Germany

Finceramica Surgeon Visit - Faenza &
Perugia

Maioregen Surgeon Visit - Faenza & Perugia

Maioregen Surgeon Visit - Faenza & PerugiaFeb/March TBC

Finceramica Portfolio Training Faenza, Italy

Key:

Internal Training

Exhibition

3rd Party Medical Education
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APRIL

MAY

JUNE

Journal Club
Journal Club
Journal Club

Product Training @ JRI

Product Training @ JRI
Peter Brehm Revision Hip Masterclass (Hip & Knee). Wurzburg, Germany

British Elbow and Shoulder Society (BESS)
Brighton

JRI Academy @ NSM - Sheffield
MaioRegen Live Surgery - June/July - TBC - Italy
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JULY

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

JRI Primary Hip Masterclass - Keele
Journal Club
Journal Club

JRI Academy @ NSM
British Orthopaedic Association (BOA)
Birmingham

Peter Brehm Revision Hip Masterclass (Hip & Knee). Wurzburg, Germany
Product Training @ JRI : 23-24 Sept.

F 31
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OCTOBER
PATHWAYS conf. - DATE TBC - China TBC
Journal Club

JRI Academy @ NSM - Sheffield

NOVEMBER
S
M
T
W
T
F
S
S
M
T
W
T
F
S
S
M
T
W
T
F
S
S
M
T
W
T
F
S
S
M
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1
2
3
4
5
6 Journal Club
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24 Peter Brehm Revision Hip Masterclass 25 (Hip & Knee). Wurzburg, Germany
26 Product Training @ JRI
27
28
29
30

DECEMBER
Journal Club

